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Specification

(54) [Title of the Invention] Pressure Sensitive Switch

(57) [Abstract]

[Purpose] To suddenly lower the resistance value ofpressure-sensitive conductive rubber by

instantaneously applying a small pressure force.

[Constitution] Pressure-sensing conductive rubber 4 is formed in the cross-sectional shape of

an inverted recess to make it easy to collaplse, A switching operation between electrodes 2 and 3 is

conducted by utilizing such a property that the electrical resistance ofthe pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber 4 itself suddenly lowers while the contact area between the electrodes 2 and 3

increases with the collapse deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.



Pressure Force

1 : printing board

2 : positive electrode

3 : negative electrode

4 : pressure-sensitive conductive rubber

[Claims]

[Claim IJ A pressure sensitive switch made by arranging pressure-sensitive conductive

rubber on a board provided with at least one ofa positive electrode and a negative electrode and

accomplishes switching between one electrode and the other electrode with the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber as the center due to a resistance change accompanied by the compressive

deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber itself, by pressurizing the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber and is characterized by forming the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber in the



cross-sectional shape of an inverted recess so that the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber and one

electrode do not make contact in the non-pressure state ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of industrial application] The present invention relates to a pressure sensitive switch

that accomplishes switching by use ofa resistance change accompanied by the applied pressure ofa

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber.

[0002]

[Prior Art] As a pressure sensitive switch using a pressure-sensitive conductive mbber, for

example, as shown in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application 52-5477, it has been known that many

hill-like projections are formed on the surface ofone sheet electrode formed by a pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber while the other sheet electrode made of a conductive cloth or the like is pasted to

the surface ofa sheet electrode formed with these projections. When both electrodes are pressurized,

switching is accomplished between the electrodes is by use ofthe property that their electrical

resistance is suddenly lowered by increasing the contact area between the two electrodes due to the

compressive deformation of the projections.

[0003]

[Problem overcome by the invention) In the conventional pressure sensitive switch

described above, ifthe applied pressure force is increased to some extent, there is a tendency for the

resistance value ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber to reduce, but the resistance value is not

changed, remaining infinite imder a very small applied pressure force and the initial applied pressure

force necessary for switching relatively increases, which is undesirable.

[0004] In the conventional structure, when it is pressurized to a specific applied pressure force,

even if its resistance value lowers, dropping ofthe resistance value, i.e., the degree of lowering of the

resistance value accompanied by the applied pressure, is reduced, the lowering characteristic of

resistance value is slowed, ifthe dispersion ofthe lowering characteristic is considered, its function

as a pressure sensitive switch could not be fully displayed.

[0005] From such a perspective, a pressure sensitive switch ofa structure in which the height

ofthe projections is allowed to be alternately different to improve the lowering ofabove resistance

4 '



value has been proposed by the present applicant as Japanese Patent Application H3-234523. In this

type of pressure sensitive switch, as shown by the broken line A in Fig. 4, a more sudden lowering

characteristic is found, but it not only is insufficient in a drop from the beginning of lowering of the

resistance value to its saturation at a specific value, but also the load change required to obtain the

drop is bigger, and there is still a problem ofpracticability.

[0006] The present invention focuses on the problems described above and provides a

structure that has a small initial applied pressure force and provides a larger drop in resistance value

with a small change of applied pressure force.

[0007]

[Problem resolution means] The present invention is a pressure sensitive switch which

arranges pressure-sensitive conductive rubber on a board provided with at least one of a positive

electrode and a negative electrode and accomplishes switching between one electrode and the other

electrode with the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber as the center due to the resistance change

accompanized by the compressive deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber, by

pressurizing the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber, and characteristically forms the

pressure-sensitive conductive mbber in the cross^sectioiud shape of an inverted recess so that the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber and one electroije come into non-contact in the non-pressure

state ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber.

[0008]

[Function] According to this structure, the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber is made

extremely easy to flex by making the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber in the cross-sectional shape

ofan inverted recess, and also conforms to a required characteristic ofthe pressure sensitive switch

that the contact area with the electrodes be increased wdth pressurizing the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber to lower the resistance value. Accordingly, a larger contact area of the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber for the electrodes may be ensured, the resistance value is also

suddenly lowered at a very small applied pressure force, eliminating the need to further increase the

applied pressure force.

[0009]



[Example] Figs. 1 and 2 arc diagrams showing an example of the present invention, and

show an example applied to a keyboard switch.

[0010] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, multiple positive electrodes 2 and multiple negative

electrodes 3 are formed on a print board 1 in such a shape that they are made overall different from

each other by pattern printing. A pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 is placed on the print board

1 so as to cover both the electrodes 2 and 3, and a key top 5 having an arc-like pressing surface 5a of

a prescribed curvature is placed on the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.

[0011] Then, the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 is entirely formed m the

cross-sectional shape of an inverted recess so that it does not make contact with the electrodes 2 and

3 in a non-pressure state, a depression 6 is formed at the center ofthe downside thereof, and the center

ofpressure-sensitive conductive rubber is formed into a thinner thdckness,

[0012] Therefore, according to the structure of this example, if the pressure-sensing

conductive rubber 4 is pressurized via the key top 5, as shown in Fig. 3, the pressure-sensitive

conductive rubber 4 coUq^ses instantaneously, and it comes into contact with at least one of multiple

positive electrodes 2, 2 . and one ofmultiple negative electrodes 3, 3—
[0013] Ifthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 collapses and becomes defonned as

desCTibed above, not only do the positive electrode 2 and the negative electrode 3 simply conduct

with the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 as a movable contact, but also the electrical resistance

ofthe pressure-sensing conductive rubber 4 is instantly lowered by increasing the contact area with

the deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4, a necessary current flowing between

the positive electrode 2 and the negative electrode 3 to accomplish switching.

[0014] The above example A solid line B of Fig. 4 shows the lowering characteristic of

resistance value of the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4. The resistance value of the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 is infinite in the non-pressure state, and in contrast, ifpressure

is applied, the resistance value suddenly lowers wherein, in a range in which the applied pressure

force is about 30 ^ 40 gf; the lowering degree ofthe resistance value slows down at a greater applied

pressure force, and gently lowers until it reaches an applied pressure force ofabout 400 gf, and the

resistance value stabilizes at a resistance value close to zero and at an applied pressure force greater

than 400 gf



(0015] According to this example, the resistance value ofpressure-sensing conductive rubber

4 is suddenly lowered by applying only a very small applied pressure force, markedly reducing the

initial applied pressure force. Moreover, once the resistance value is lowered, a sufficient drop of

resistance value necessary for switching is obtained without further increasing the applied pressure

force.

[0016] Since the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4 has the cross-sectional shape ofan

inverted recess and becomes cavity-like in the non-pressure state, a moderate feeling in the switching

is obtained by the collapse deformation ofthe pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.

[0017] An example of arranging both the plus and negative electrodes 2, 3 on the print board

1 is shown in the above embodiment example, but only onfe of either a positive or negative electrode

may be arranged on the print board 1 and the other electrode may be arranged on the upper side ofor

within the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 4.

[0018]

[Efficacy of the invention] According to the present invention as described above, the

pressure-sensing conductive rubber is formed in the cross-sectional shape ofan inverted recess when

accomplishing switching due to a resistance change accompanied by the applied pressure of the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber with the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber as a movable

contact, therefore the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber is easily collapsed and deformed, ensuring

a large contact area in the collapse deformation, and a large drop of resistance value is

instantaneously obtained by applying only a very small £^plied pressure, and once flie resistance

value starts to lower, additional pressure force need not be applied, greatly improving the sensitivity

or responsiveness as a pressure sensitive switch.

[0019] Since a moderate feeling accompanied by the collapse deformation of the

pressure-sensitive conductive rubber itself is also obtained when the pressure-sensitive conductive

rubber is pressurized, the pressure sensitive switch also operates satisfactorily.
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[Brief description of the drawings]

fFig^ 1] Sectional view at the time ofno applied pressure showing an example ofthe present

invention.

[Fig. 2] Sectional view along the a-a line ofFig. 1 *

[Fig. 31 Sectional view ofa pressure sensitive switch at the time of applied pressure showing

an example ofthe present invention.

[Fig. 4] Characteristic diagram showing the relationship between the ^plied pressure force

(load) and resistance value ofthe above pressure sensitive switch.

[Description* of the symbob]

1: print board

2: positive electrode

3; negative electrode

4; pressure-sensitive conductive rubber

S; key top



[Fig. II

applied pressure force

print board

positive electrode

negative electrode

pressxire-sensitive conductive rubber



[Fig.2J
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PUSHBiriTON DUPIiRAGMSlVITCHmTHIMPROVE 2, the boles each register with a cUfferent one of the dimples

DIMPLEACTUATOR AND/OR CAPACITANCE-TYPE 22 of the switchplate 20. Pontioned bebw the msulaUng plite

SWITCHCONTACTSTRUCTURE 24 and in ccmtact therewith 13 a contact board 28 that may
The present invention pertains to keyboards, and more par- also be formed of any convenient insulating material, such as

ticularly, to keyboard switching devices suhable for use in S found in printed wiring boards. Contact buttons or rivets 30
those instances where keyboard size is a design factor. ' are secured to the contact.boaxd 28 and are positioned in ce«

Miniaturization of electronic components and the introduc- gistration with the.holes 26, dimples 22, and openingi 18. The
'

tion of integrated circuitry has enabled the reduction in size faceplate 16, switchplate 20, insulating plate 24, -and .contact

and bulk ofmany electrical dieviccs; however, in numerous^ board 28 forni a.^sandwich** which b extremely compact and
plications of electronic technology, there exists the require- 10 occupies only a top thin layer ofthe calculator.10. .

ment for a mechanical interface between the human operator a cross-sectional view of one of the keys of FIGS. 1 and2 is

and the electronic apparatus. • sbowninFIG.a. h may be seen by reference to FIG..3 that the

One such application of miniaturization Is in the field of cal- dirnpte 22 is convex upward and extends into the opening 18.

culators wherdn the heretofore bulky mechanical and dec- An electrical circuit (not shown) may be connected between
tromechanicel operations may now be performed by compact 1 ^ the switchplate 20 and any one of the contact buttons 30. the
electronic technitiues, such as integrated circuitry, etc. The circuit selected to be energiaBd would, of course, depcxia on
requirement nevertheless exists for a mechamcal mterEsoe in ^ych ofthe buttons 30 comes in contact with its correspond-

thefonn of a keyboard to permit the operator to enter the ing dimple 22. .

required information for subsequent calculation. The The operitfionofthe keyboard ofthe-picseminveiitiQnmy'
keyboard therefore becomes a critical element ta deterroming ^ |^ ^^>forihp^ fay reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. wherein H.may be
the dze of such a device.. An attempt to miniaturize a

, seen in FIG; 3 that no electrical contact .exists between the
keyboard has previously resulted b the incorporabon of un- dimple 22 and. the biittoii 30. the operator's fingertip is

desirable features. For example, it is desirable to incorporate a
. placedm the opening 18 df^the faceplate 16 and cox^tacts tlie

mechanical sensory feedback ^al to the operator to enable convex sus&ce of the (fimple 22. Downward presure on the
the operator to determme by touch whether or not the key of dimple will be resisted unta:a certahi predetermined force: is

the keyboard has properly been depressed. With larger exerted, whereupon the dunple **coUapaes" with:a snap ac-
keyboards and with concomitant larger displacements of

tioh, resulting hi the convex portion Of the .dimple becoming
mecliantcal keys, this touch signal is inherent in the "feel ' of ^^^^^^ the dimple contacting.the button 30, as shown in
the keyboard; however, in reducing the size of the keyboard „q .4^^ action results fai a mechanical sensory feed-
andthe length of travel of any key hi the keyboard, the sense

y^^y^ signal through the fingertip of the operator. The sensa-
oftouchbecpmesGridcal.

. . tion received by theoperator is a snap sensation similar to that

^
Itb^ertfot^aaobjectoftteprcMthiven^

received when operating a toy cUcker device which emits an
k^rboardthatis MmipacL ' audible clickmg sound when depressed. The action ofthe dim-

tt Is abo an obje^ of the ]j«enl mventkm to ptovMe a
3^ collapsing is a modified overcenter action whcrehi a

•

''^TbSk
* n««»n»«» displacement ^^ convex portion of the dimple beyond a predeter-

^tuS^^objec.afU»p^mtavc„.onU.p^o^e. Z'^^^^^^^^^^,
kevboard that can be constructed hi verv little space and , '^"*f^

uic vwipic iu.pciiuanmu/ wmic ^y^f

throj^theC^^^
, fdSStSaSZ^^

These and llmt^Zl^SSi^^
become app^t to those skilled m the art as the descmrtion ^ ^tch ptete may be form^ ofTintinuoS flat metal

Th^p^r^mmventionmaybedescribedbyreferencetot^^ 45
«Jjeet asmemioned previo^^^^^

.^^^!.,.«»t^»^»«t>iSn»« intLh;^h. th^ good resufts are achieved utthzmg a contmuous flatacwmpMyingdrawmg8,m which.
, ,^ , . plast^rshwct havmg the bottom surface thereof

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a calculator mcorporatmg ^.P*™*- J"^* * " , ""t^*«'=
«iw«?ut nK^Mumw

•i^^^^^,A^fhm^^w,fim^ti^ suchasbycoatmgwithafiunofalummum.
'^5^ L'^TT" "T^'u^^ .u The SMp actten may be achieved through a variety of

FIG. 2 is an expkxled view ofa keyboard mcorporatmg the . , " . '^"T " ^ /

teachlnas ofthe present invention.
switch plate and dimple dimensions. For example, it has been

nafisacriL^omilviewofaportionofthekeybbard Jhat suitable action has b^^

ofnG;i: showing asingle keythereofr
utilization of a switch plate formed of a contmuousflatmetal

FIG.4is:acro«^cctionalviewofthbkcyofFK3. ?^ f^Ir^'?!!
havmg a thictocss of approxmiatety

ma closed-circuit posiUon. • ^'^^ inch and with dmiples formed therem havmg approxi-

FIG. 5 is a citws-sectional view iUustrating a key of another 55 "lately H-inch diameter and a maximum height of^pproxi-

embodiment ofthe present mventlon. ^^^^ ^ ^o""** dimensions pro-

Referriiig now to RG. 1, a calculator 10 is schematically U- vide suitable key idzes for the average operator's fingertips,

lusirated in the form ofasmaU block having a window 11 for ^^"^ piovidmg excellent mechanical sensory feedback

viewing an alphanumeric display (not shown). The calculator signals. Obviously, dimenshmal yariatitms may be mcor-

includes a keyboard generally indicated at 12, havmg a plu- 60 P*^'^ » keyboard without departing from the spint

rality of keys 14 arranged in a convenient manner to be thereof

depressed by the fingertip of an operator, thus entering the The keyboard described above hieorporates switches which

required information hito the calculator. .makew break dectrical contact between dunples 22 and cor-

Referthig now to FIG. 2, the keyboard 12 ofFIG. 1 b shown responding contact buttons 30; another embodiment of the

in greater detaO and hi an exploded form. TTxe keyboard ui- 65 present invention is shown hi FIG. S. tn FK5. 5, the faceplate

eludes a metal faceplate 16 -havnig a phirality of openhigs 18 1^* openmg 18, switchplate 20, dimple22, and contact board

therein. A metal switch plate 20 is mounted immediately 28 are identical to those described above. In the embodhnent

below and in contact with the cover plate 16. The switchplate shown in HG. 5. however, the hisulating plate 35 is a coatmu-

20 isformed ofa continuous fiat metal sheet having a plurality ous flat insulating sheet without openings or holes and thus in-

of dome-shaped resilient deformable dimples 22 therein. The 70 sulates thedimple 22 from the button :36. Also, the button 36

dimples 22 are convex upward and re^ster with and extend incorporates a somewhat larger upper surface 37 for reasons

into correspondliig opening 18. Immediately below the to be explained. When the dimple-22 Is depressed as shpwh in

switchplate20 an insulating spacer 24 is provkted and may be FIG. 5, the capacitance existing between the button 37. and

formed of any convenient inisulating material such as Mylar the dunple 22 b substantially greater thanxwhen the dunple b
havmg a plurality of holes 26 thereto. As may be seen m FIG. 75 in its or^gmal position. Therefore, a circuit connected between
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the button 36 and the switcbplate 20 will incorporate a varia- rality of dome-shaped resUieiit deformable dimples forming

ble capacitance depending on the position of the dimple 22 keys tbereihi each having a convex surface rcgtstering with
'

with respect to the button 36. Coriventibnal capacitaoce and extending into a'differeitt one of said openings; an insulat*

change tensed circuitry may be utilized to detect this change ing plate, positioned adjacent to and parallel to said

in capacitance resulting from the depression ofthe dimple 22, 5 switchplate, having a pluraKty of holes, eak^ registeringVith a

thus providing a keyboard operable through an induced different one of said dimples; a contact board, positioned ad-

change in capacitance at the selected keys. jacent to and parallel to said iiisulaUng plate, having a plurality

It may therefore be seen that the keyboard of the present in- of electrical contacts, each registering with a different one of

veiitwh utilitcs a minimum volume while Deverthelcss per- said holes; each of said dimples, when depressed by an opera- -

mltting a larger number of keys to be incorporated. In addi- 10 tor's fingertip depressing the convex siirfew thereof, exiend-

tion. Ae keyboard provides a mechanical sensory feedback Ing Uiroughoneofsaidhpi«andconlactmga.corr«^^^

signal through the fingertip of the operator whUe nevertheless one of saldwntacta, and when released snappmg back |o

requiring miniinal key travel. The "sandwich" arrangement of origoalpositKm.
. . , . , . . . . ,

iS plated and spacen automatically isoUtes the conte^ .V?" '"'f
"^"^^

"l^^r**

W

t.J'^f^mth^^^^^ t5^^^^^l^^
Z^^'Si^.^^ fingertip ru.e operator to h^dicate that the key has been

tact bttttont.fttults in contact.cleaning, thus assuring excellent ^'sf^e SISination set forth in clairt 2, wherein said

eiectrkaU properties during Ae life of the keyboard. It will
^ switchplate is a continuous flat inetal sheet having a phirality

therefore be .obvicHis to. those skilied in the art that many ofdome^ped resilient deformable dimplestherein. '

•

modifirattoiis maybemadein.theembodinkiA8chosenfor.il- 5, j^^ combination set -forth in dahn 2, wherein said

histratipn without departing ftom the spirit ofthe biventlon. switchplate comprises a continuous sheet of plastic material

Iclaim: having a metalUzed surface thereon, saki metallized sitrfaee

1. A keyboard for effecting anelectrical Cfhange upon
25 including the concave surfaces ofsaid dimples,

depression of keys by the fingertips of ah operator, compris- 7; X keyboard for effecting an electrical change upon
ing: a switchplate, having a plurality of resiUent deformable depression (^ keys by the fingertips of an operator,.cqmpris-

• dimples forming keys therein,.each having a convex surfeoe; a {q^ a &cepiate, including a phirality of openings therein; a

contact board, portioned adjacem and parallel to said switchplate positioned parallel to said Csceplate. havmg a phi-

twitchplate, having a plurality of electrical contacts, each re- 3Q rality of dome-shaped redUent/deformable dimples forming

gistering with a different one ofsaid dimples; insulating means. keys therein, ieach having a convex surface registering with

electrically insulating said contact board from said and extending into a .difiEerent one ofsaid openings; an insulat-

switchplate; each of said dimples, when depressed by an ing plate positioned adjacent and parallel to said switchplate; a

operator's fii^ertip depressing the convex surface thereof, contact board positioned adjacent and parallel to said insulat-

contacting a corresponding one of said contacts, and when 35 ing plate, having a plurality of electrical contacts* each re-

released snapping back to its original position. gistering with a different one ofsaid dimples, a predetermined

2. A keyboard for effecting an electrical change upon capacitance existing between each of sakI dnnples and the

depression of keys by the fingertips of an operator, compns-
,
corresponding electrical contact; each of 8aid.dtmpliBS. when

ing: a faceplate including a plurality of openings thereon; a depresed by an operator'^ fingertip depressing the convex

switchplate^ positioned parallel to sakl foceplate, having a plu- 40 surface thereof, contacting said bisulatfaig phite and changing

rafity of resiUent deformable dimples forming keys theieui. the capacitance between the dimple and corresponcfing elec-

each having- a convex surfoce registering with and extending trical contact

into a different one of said openings; a contact board, posi- « The combination set forth in claim 7., .wherein each of

tioned adjacent and parallel to said switchpUte, havhig a plu- eaid keys, when depressed, transmit a mechanical sensory

reUty of electrical contacts, each registering with a differem 45 feedback signal in the form of a snap sensation through the

one of said dimples; insulating means electricafly insulating fingertip of the operator to indicate that the key has been

said contact board froni said switchplate; each of said dimples, properly depressed.
. - . .

when depressed by aii operator's fingertip depressing the con- ^- corabmation set forth m clann 7. wherem said

vex surface thereof, contacting a corresponding one of said switchplate compi^ a continuous flat metal sheet havmg a

contacts;4wd when released snapping back to itt original poei- 50 plurality rfdomc^aiapedresdicnt deforiMbledi^

jj^jj
. 10. The combination set forth in clafan 7, wherein said

3
* A keyboard for effecting ah elecrtcal change upon ?'";\='?**^|5S^^t2Z*^' SjjS^d'Srf^

deptesslonof keysbythefingertipofanoi.erator,con,pri?u,g: ^^^^T^,!^,^^^,^'^ ""^"^

a fecepUte, including a phirality of dpenings therein: a metal inclMdIng ilie concave aurbcea ofsaid dimidea.

switchplate. positioned parallel to said bceplate, having a plu- ^^i • • • • •
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